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Why this is important

§ Resharing allows us to potentially grow subs through bringing 
forward interesting stories that continue to have value



z
How to find shareable stories

§ Use the subscription report
in Data Studio

§ Navigate to your site and 
select ONLY.

§ Select your time frame. Start 
with the current week, one 
year ago.

https://datastudio.google.com/reporting/53ad623c-db58-4b42-8df7-cf72ded1e762/page/sJ1jB
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How to find shareable stories

§ Go through the list and see what appeals as an evergreen story.

§ Sort by paywall and shoot for a roughly even number of metered 
and premium stories to reshare.

§ Sometimes aim for stories that didn't get as many subs if it 
seems like a good evergreen.

§ Uncheck some section options to narrow your focus more.

§ Widen the time frame if you're struggling to find options.
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Good stories to reshare

§ Things to do around the 
local area not time-specific 
(hiking trails, sledding 
spots, dining options, 
shopping guides, beach 
guides)

§ Features on unique local 
topics without a time 
element (outdoor 
showers, local bird-
watching, UFO sightings, 
people profiles)
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Beware of

§ Time elements in stories that make them outdated

§ Whether a business or restaurant mentioned in the story is still 
in operation

§ COVID-19 updates/restrictions

§ Need for optimization or if a story should be redone or reworked
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Best times to reshare

§ Reshares are best on the weekend when little to no new content is 
generated and plenty of social spots are free.

§ Don't overshadow any new content you have.

§ Special sales, such as Memorial Day, are great times to reshare.

§ Consider the topic and when it might get the most interest (for example, 
dining stories reshare closer to or on the weekend and ahead of meal times 
with 11:30 a.m. alerts)

§ Consider weather: Don't share a hiking story on a weekend it will be rainy.

§ Consider seasons: Don't share a summer beach guide in the winter or a 
sledding spots story in the middle of the summer.
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Helpful tips

§ Be proactive! Start saving 
stories for future reshares 
as you see them on a 
day-to-day basis.

§ Don't save this until the 
last minute on Friday 
ahead of building your 
weekend social plans.


